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From manufacturing control
to test technology

1942

1968

50 years of test technology for the workshop
Quality inspections have a long tradition at Bosch
Right from the start, the high quality demands of Robert Bosch
for his products spread through development, production
and customer service. Accordingly, Bosch developed special
test tools for automobile parts at a very early stage, deriving
test devices for maintenance and deployment on site.

Diesel as an example
in 1927, Bosch started the ﬁrst series manufacturing worldwide of diesel fuel-injection pumps and injectors. This meant
that it was possible for the ﬁrst time to manufacture small,
fast-running diesel engines for trucks, buses and cars economically. Simultaneously, Bosch provided the test and
maintenance technology for the new diesel injection systems
and kept spare parts on hand.

1974

Half a century of support for workshops
At the beginning test technology was only available to
Bosch plants and branches, but in 1954 Bosch began to sell
test technology to all workshops. For 50 years now, workshops can rely on test technology that keeps pace with
developments in automotive technology. At the same time,
Bosch spare parts enable professional repairs.

Bosch - Skilled partner today and tomorrow
Bosch supplies workshops with suitable test technology
for all automotive systems. The scene today is dominated
by computer supported diagnostics systems that quickly
and reliably localize every fault.

2010
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Bosch diagnostics:
The full testing system spectrum
The increasing degree of complexity in commercial
vehicle systems demands a high diagnostic standard
for professional repair and maintenance work.
Bosch Diagnostics can supply the full package.

Wheel alignment FWA
Precise measurement, short set-up times and
simple operation make the Bosch wheel alignment
system indispensable.
Emission analysis BEA
Outstanding measurement accuracy guarantees
precise, high-speed emissions analysis conforming
to the latest standards.
Battery Service BAT
Reliable, professional testing, changing and
starting with battery service units from Bosch.

Wheel alignment FWA

Air conditioning service ACS

EPS 815

Air conditioning service ACS
These days air conditioners are a standard feature
of commercial vehicles. A/c service unites from
Bosch are fully automatic and make service
a proﬁtable business.
Tyre service equipment TCE and WBE
A proﬁtable and comprehensive tyre service.
Thanks to efﬁcient and convenient wheel
balancing are tyre ﬁtting machines from Bosch.

Tyre Fitting unit TCE

Wheel balancing machine WBE

Emissions analysis BEA

Vehicle Lift equipment VLE
Professional servicing for commercial vehicles
with a weight of up to 4,000 kg. Ideal for
reception areas, repair shops and
wheel alignment.
Brake system analysis BSA
Reliable and accurate brake testing for
vehicles up to 10t gross weight with
large track widths.
Engine system analysis FSA
Engine system analysis is employed for the
systematic testing, checking and measurement
of components, systems and elements.

Battery service BAT

Vehicle Lifts VLE

Brake system analysis BSA

ESI [tronic] 2.0 - software that can do more
Repairs on passenger cars, vans or trucks ESI[tronic] 2.0 ensures perfect compatibility.
The modular structure means you can always
ﬁnd the solution for your business.
Diesel system testing EPS
To keep pace with the rapid progress in truck
diesel engine technology. Bosch develops
innovative testers for the precise diagnosis of
diesel components.

Vehicle system analysis FSA

KTS 870: Combination of
DCU 130 and KTS 570

ESI[tronic] 2.0

ECU diagnostics KTS
Bosch’s new KTS diagnosis equipment,
together with the ESI [tronic] software presents
the perfect combination of hardware and software
for efﬁcient fault analysis on the vehicle and
professional repairs.
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Universal: ESI[tronic] 2.0 – Diagnosis,
troubleshooting, repair, and maintenance

Vehicle diagnosis with
active troubleshooting:
ESI[tronic] 2.0
The new information
system contains much
more than just control
unit diagnosis. The
SIS troubleshooting
instructions reliably
guide you, step by
step, to the cause of
the fault. All of the
information required
for maintenance and
service is available at
the vehicle immediately.

Bosch ESI[tronic] 2.0: Workshop software – universal, professional and up to date

ESI[tronic] 2.0 – software that can do more

Fast in diagnosis – simple for repairs

Whether free or afﬁliated workshop, whether passenger

Fewer mouse-clicks, faster results: New intuitive oper-

car or commercial vehicle – you expect more from

ating and control concept for fast, simple application

workshop software than just control unit diagnosis.

ESI[tronic] 2.0 with complete vehicle diagnosis:

Intelligent troubleshooting, support for rapid repair and

– Control unit diagnosis (SD): With the latest data for

simple maintenance speciﬁcations are required in the

passenger car, van and truck systems

workshop. This multifunctionality is provided by the new

– Troubleshooting (SIS): With guided search instructions

ESI[tronic] 2.0:

– Maintenance (M): All the data for inspection and

High level of functionality with simple operation.
This saves time.
Accurate diagnosis ensure successful fault correction.
Fast and reliable repairs are the basis for high levels
of customer satisfaction.

service at a glance
– Convenient circuit diagrams (P): Finding system
faults quickly
– Technical Service Bulletins (TSB): Quick access to
known faults
ESI[tronic] 2.0 with uniform vehicle identiﬁcation for
motor vehicle equipment (A), ﬂat-rate units (B) and
component repair instructions (K)
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Field of application

Information

Contents

A

Applications and functions
including automotive equipment

ZF

Spare parts of ZF Services

D

Diesel spare parts

E

Electrical system spare parts

F

Spare parts archive

ZD

Diesel spare parts from Zexel

Catalog and parts information

B

Flat-rate units

S

Vehicle service costing

TD

TecDoc equipment

Order processing and costing

K

Component repair instructions

W

Injection pump test data

ZW

Zexel diesel test data

Diagnosis and repair at the product
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C
TSB

Vehicle diagnosis

Technical Service Bulletins

M

Motor vehicle mechanical systems

P

Convenient circuit diagrams
for motor vehicles

Truck

Truck

Diagnosis and repair at the vehicle
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Scope


Access to around 32,000 passenger cars, 19,000
commercial vehicles, 6,000 motorcycles, 8,000
trucks, tractors and special vehicles


Comprehensive spare parts catalog for the brands
SACHS, LEMFÖRDER, BOGE and ZF Parts


Comprehensive linking to vehicle-speciﬁc information
for installation and removal of shock absorbers,



Identiﬁcation by country-speciﬁc key numbers,
work cards and interfaces

73,000 vehicles and engines are identiﬁable
clutches, vehicle and steering parts with the
corresponding speciﬁcations regarding tightening
torques, wheel geometry values, setting values
and tool information



Most comprehensive catalog for Bosch diesel
products

Around 51,000 spare-parts lists with over

380,000 individual parts

Exploded view drawings in highest quality

Stepless zoom function


With 18,000 spare part lists and over 383,000
catalogued spare parts, this is the most extensive
catalog for Bosch electrical systems



Detailed exploded view drawings in highest quality

Stepless zoom function


1,600 spare part lists are archived for older vehicles



Spare part lists for electrical systems,
diesel engines and pneumatics


Zexel program software

Catalog for Zexel diesel products


Detailed exploded view drawings and spare parts
lists

Remote Diagnosis
Online – remote
support for vehicle
diagnosis by the
Bosch Technical
Hotline.

Installation of ESI[tronic] 2.0

Over 10 million ﬂat-rate units, over 21 million

supplementary texts for 16,000 of the most
common cars and vans



Straightforward

and standardized representation
of ﬂat-rate units of the various motor vehicle
manufacturers in hours : minutes

Display in euro



Complete functions of service work and
inspections, wearing part repairs


Default content for routine service with number of
parts and labor times


Fixed price calculation and transfer of all content
to existing merchandise information systems


Tecdoc data for extension of parts basis within the
ESI[tronic] system, including Tecdoc catalog prices


Supplement to catalog prices based on Tecdoc

Pricing interfaces for importing workshop-speciﬁc
prices

in your workshop is easy.
Now just one setup
procedure with i-Key
Now just one licensing
procedure, performed online
Operating systems supported
Windows XP
(Home 32bit, Professional
32bit, Embedded)
Windows Vista



Repair instructions, service information and
telegrams for diesel and electrical system
components


Direct interaction of information from
ESI[tronic]-D and ESI[tronic]-E (e.g. spare parts),
and ESI[tronic]-W


Test data for around 12.000 in-line fuel-injection
pump combinations and for approx. 2,000 VE
pumps



Complete testing from data acquisition to log
printout


All test steps are displayed in optimized order


Test data for Zexel diesel units



Complete testing from data acquisition to log
printout

(Home Premium 32bit,
Business 32bit)
Windows 7
(Home Premium 32 / 64bit,
Ultimate 32 / 64bit)
Hardware supported
PC platform with Windows®
(minimum 1GB RAM)
KTS 670


World's most extensive cross-manufacturer combination of

SIS troubleshooting instructions and control unit diagnosis

For engine management systems for gasoline,

diesel and passenger car brake systems – for
Bosch and other manufacturers


Troubleshooting instructions suited to workshops,

can be applied on any PC, can be linked to optimize
vehicle diagnosis with Bosch test equipment

Modular concept suitable for individual workshop

requirements


Quick access to known vehicle faults

Clear description of cause


Assignment of symptoms


Tested repair tips


Inspection data and maintenance plans

Technical vehicle data


Wheel alignment data and inﬂation pressure tables

Removal and installation instructions for toothed

belts


Cross-manufacturer circuit diagrams for motor-vehicle
electrical systems and comfort and convenience
electrics represented in a standardized format

866,000 circuit diagram assignments and 24,000
complete circuit diagrams

With zoom and printout functions


Diagnosis, maintenance plans and information

for trucks, trailers, buses and vans


When servicing and repair are required, the work
shop has all the key data it needs at its disposal

KTS 5 series
ESI[tronic] 2.0 supports user
input via mouse, keyboard
and touchscreen.

Software can be updated via DVD
and also directly from the tester via
the internet.

Product speciﬁcations are subject to change with-out prior notice.
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ECU diagnosis
from Bosch
The DCU 130: Workshop oriented tablet
PC and control unit for diagnostic systems
Workshop oriented tester and diagnostics center:
The DCU 130 tablet PC
Developed especially for workshop use, the robust
DCU 130 (Diagnostic Control Unit) controls the test
and diagnostic systems of Bosch, e.g. FSA 500 and
the modules from the KTS series. DCU 130 is both a
PC and a control unit that can be used as an alternative
to a laptop. The touch screen ensures ﬂexible and
convenient work.
Order Number: DCU 130 - 0 684 400 130
DCU 130: Robust and mobile

Easy handling: Integrated hand grip and touchscreen monitor

KTS 890: Flexible measuring technology for
ECU diagnosis and vehicle system analysis
KTS 890 (DCU 130 + KTS 540 + FSA 500): The mobile
KTS 890: Combination of
the DCU 130, KTS 540 and
FSA 500 – advantageous
module concept with
wireless link to the PC
system

Positioning of the FSA 500
module in the engine
compartment

Positioning of the SD
module in the vehicle
interior

Convenient adaptation
n
with short sensor lines

test system for electrics and electronics diagnostics
The handy FSA 500 from Bosch forms the perfect basis
for cost-effective vehicle system analysis. The batterydriven measuring module has a wireless link to the
tablet PC. Its main strengths include easy testing of all
important electric and electronic components, and the
convenient display of actual values from ECU diagnosis
(KTS module). A large number of practical equipment
details make KTS 890 a safe investment.
Order Number: KTS 890 - 0 684 400 890

KTS 870 and KTS 840: ECU diagnosis with
ﬁrst-class measuring technology
KTS 840 (DCU 130 + KTS 540):
Fast connection with “Easy Connect”

Intelligent and future-safe due to internal OBD


exchange adapter

Software-controlled through ESI[tronic] 2.0

Simple connection of the KTS module to the vehicle

Clear communication via multiplexer and cable


adapter recognition: K and L line, SAE and CAN can
be connected to all possible terminals on the OBC
connector
KTS 870: Combination of DCU 130 and KTS 570

Wireless connection for faster work at the vehicle


Intelligent adapter cable ensures:

– Safe control of the multiplexer
– Automatic control unit search function
Order Number: KTS 870 - 0 684 400 870
Order Number: KTS 840 - 0 684 400 840
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ECU diagnosis
from Bosch
KTS 570 / 540 /525
Safe, convenient and quick
KTS 570 / 540/525 wireless: Convenient and mobile
thanks to wireless Bluetooth data transfer
Bluetooth Standard Class 1 with a range of up to 100 m
Bluetooth USB adapter from Bosch included in scope of

delivery for convenient and simple initial installation
Control and activation of the installation by means of the

integral DDC (Diagnostics Device Conﬁguration) software
Automatic KTS module search
Wireless connection test by the integrated transducer
Test program for checking the wireless connection
KTS 570 wireless: Top-of-the-range model of the new series and
workshop all-rounder

KTS 340 :Easy to use —
hard to beat

KTS 525 uses ESI [tronics]2,0 `Light’
(entry level ECU diagnosis tool)

Order Number: KTS 570 - 0 684 400 570
Order Number: KTS 540 - 0 684 400 540
Order Number: KTS 525 - 0 684 400 525

KTS 200: Perfectly suited
to the workshop
A tester for all purposes
Many workshops want a multifunctional tester. The KTS
340 fulﬁlls this desire. All “tools” necessary for troubleshooting are available in the tester. It is ideally suitable
for independent workshops and fast ﬁtters, or as a
secondary device for mobile use.

KTS 200 from Bosch: The right testing device
for every workshop
Today’s daily workshop operation is impossible without
an efﬁcient and easily handled testing device. The KTS
KTS 340: Compact, complete, mobile

The workshop pro KTS 200: Compact, fast and tough

200 is light, robust and compact and, at the same time,
provides complete ECU diagnosis. Its strength lies in fast
and reliable testing of modern vehicle technology.
Order Number: KTS 340 - 0 684 400 340
Order Number: KTS 200 - 0 684 400 200

KTS 800 Truck: Professional solution
for commercial vehicles
KTS 800 Truck (DCU 130 + KTS Truck):
Complete mobile system for commercial vehicle
diagnosis

Ready-to-use diagnostic control unit (DCU 130) and

mobile KTS Truck module

Two lithium-ion batteries permit mobile use of

the DCU 130 everywhere in the workshop or during
a test drive

Professional diagnostics on commercial vehicles

KTS 800 Truck: Combination of the DCU 130 and KTS Truck

Order Number: KTS TRUCK - 0 684 400 512
Order Number: KTS 800 - 0 684 400 800
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Modern vehicle system analysis
from Bosch
FSA 500
The economic measurement
module for ﬂexible use

FSA 720
The efﬁcient measuring
and diagnosis module

Particularly favorable: Entry to

Fast, simple and ﬂexible diagnosis

convenient electronics testing

at the vehicle

Cost-effective measurement

Extensive sensor equipment

module

Concise and clearly arranged

Simple operation

menu structure

Flexible handling on vehicle

Around 50 preset component

Mobile use in the workshop

tests

Order Number: 0 684 010 510

Order Number: 0 684 010 500

FSA 740 Edition
The complete system with
extended application range

FSA 760
The professional system
for the future

Versatile, e cient and reliable

Comfortable operation, versatile

fault diagnosis

and professional fault diagnosis

Extensive sensor equipment

19'' touchscreen

Concise and clearly arranged

Measurement module with

menu structure

extensive sensor equipment

Around 50 preset component

Around 50 preset component

tests

tests

Order Number: 0 684 010 744

Order Number: 0 684 010 761

FSA 050
Electric and hybrid vehicles
convenient testing

KTS 890 (DCU 130 + KTS 540
+ FSA 500)
The mobile test system for electrics and electronics diagnostics

More versatility and competence
during troubleshooting

Equipment for cost-effective use

Cost-effective entry to

Compact, battery-driven

diagnostics of electric and

measurement module with

hybrid vehicles

wireless link to the DCU 130

Flexible as a standalone device

tablet PC

or as a special accessory

Software for testing the most
important electrical and
electronic components

Order Number: 0 684 010 050

Order Number: 0 684 400 890
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Small tester and adaptations
the right equipment
Designation

Designation

Stroboscopic lamp

Test cable set

ETZ 005.01
0 684 100 501

1 687 011 314

Pocket sensor
ETZ 003.09

Needle contact

0 684 100 309

1 684 480 118

Multimeter
MMD 302
0 684 500 302

Universal adapter
2 / 3 / 4 / 5-pin
Blade terminal,
Y-shaped with
banana jacks
1
1
1
1

Pressure-loss tester
EFAW 210 A
0 681 001 901

684
684
684
684

463
463
463
463

093
342
343
344

Universal adapter
3 / 4 / 6-pin
Blade terminal,
Y-shaped, oval
plug housing with
banana jacks

1 684 463 447
1 684 463 448
Test cable case
1 684 463 449
1 687 011 208

Test point set

1 684 485 362

Universal adapter
2 / 3 / 4 / 5-pin Blade
terminal, Y-shaped
with banana jacks
ditto oval
plug housing
1
1
1
1

684
684
684
684

463
463
463
463

379
380
381
382
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Emissions analysis system
for future-proof exhaust emission analysis
Designed to meet the highest standards –
BEA 950: The premium exhaust station
BEA 950: Optimal exhaust emission test on diesel,

BEA 950: System overview

gasoline and gas vehicles
BEA 950 equips you to meet the highest current and

BEA 030
KTS 5401

BEA 055

future requirements for exhaust emission test. This
user-friendly exhaust-gas measuring system contains
all the modules you need for quick and proﬁtable

BEA 070

BDM 300

examination of gasoline, gas and diesel vehicles. All
testing modules, ECU tester, PC, 19" monitor, keyboard
and A4 printer are compactly housed in an equipment

PC, monitor
1optional

trolley. The system is even more forward looking thanks
to its upgradeability to include add-on options from the
Bosch FSA series, such as ECU diagnostics, troubleshooting instructions and engine system testing.
Order Number: 0 684 120 350 (With KTS 540 + Trolley)
Order Number: 0 684 120 352 (Without KTS 540 XXX)

BEA 550 Kombi – The mobile combination
Exhaust-gas diagnosis on the go
BEA 550 Kombi
Developed in conjunction
with inspection organizations
specially for mobile use.

BEA 550 Kombi: Small and lightweight, perfect for variable
test use
The transportable exhaust-gas testing system is ideal for
all mobile testing applications. The mobile BEA 550 is
specially tailored to meet the requirements of inspection
organizations. With its wireless radio and battery
technology as well as the practical sensors, which do
not have to be removed for transportation purposes, it
is always readily available for precise examination and
setting of gasoline, gas and diesel vehicles. It offers an
impressive combination of compact size, the low weight
and transportability.
Order Number: 0 684 105 500 (including BEA 030 and KTS 515)
Order Number: 0 684 105 502 (including BEA 030 without KTS 5XX)

BEA 550 Otto – 4 / 5 gas analysis
in mobile use
BEA 060: The mobile 4 / 5 gas measuring module for
gasoline and gas vehicles
The measuring module for precise measurement of CO,
CO², HC, O² and (optional) NO values in gasoline and
gas vehicles.

Order Number: 0 684 105 277
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Emissions analysis system
for future-proof exhaust emission analysis
BEA 550 Diesel – Smoke-opacity testing
module in mobile use
BEA 070: The mobile smoke-opacity testing module

Perfect for ﬂexible, userfriendly testing:
Wireless technology
Optional battery operation
Short warm-up times
Sensors remain connected
during transportation

for diesel vehicles
This new, portable unit is designed for efﬁcient
smoke-opacity testing on diesel vehicles. It is ideal
for workshops and inspection organizations.
Order Number: 0 684 105 177

BEA 030 and BDM 300
For exact engine speed and temperature measurement
BEA 030: For engine speed and temperature measurement
The new, practical module for fast and simple measurement
of engine speed and temperature values.
BDM 300: The testing module for engine speed
measurement on diesel and gasoline vehicles
A handy unit for rapid engine speed sensing by recording
structure-borne and airborne sound signals of the engine.

Order Number: BEA 030 - 0 684 440 000
Order Number: BDM 300 - 0 687 023 489
BEA 030 Bluetooth

BDM 300

Accessories for 4 / 5 gas analysis and
temperature measurement

Accessories
for smoke-opacity testing

Measuring probes for
temperature measurement1

Infrared temperature sensor
Order number: 1 687 230 066

Retroﬁt set NO
Order number: 1 687 001 972

Silicone hose retroﬁt kit for
2-stroke engines
Order number: 1 687 001 283

Passenger car full throttle exhaust
gas probe for BEA 070
(measurements on engine power)
Order number: 1 680 790 046

Comm. veh. extraction probe for
BEA 070
Order number: 1 680 790 041

Extraction hose (BEA 070)
for comm. veh. extraction probe
(1m)
Order number: 1 680 712 195

Extraction hose (BEA 070) for
truck extraction probe (3.5m)
Order number: 1 680 712 201

Gas ﬁlter, activated carbon
Order number: 1 687 432 014

Exhaust gas probe for gasoline
passenger cars (partial throttle
up to 500 °C)
Order number: 1 680 790 052

Probe seal for leak testing
Order number: 1 684 485 280

Connection cable (2 m) for
BEA 060 to cigarette lighter
Order Number: 1 684 465 584

Heated extraction hose (BEA 070)
for truck probe (5m)
Order number: 1 685 510 232

Clamping ﬁxture with telescopic
rod for BEA 070 (for trucks with
high exhaust)
Order number: 1 688 040 258

Spiral hose (1,5 m) for connecting the BEA 070 to the exhaust
gas extraction system
Order number: 1 680 707 118

Battery retroﬁt kit for BEA 070
Order number: 1 687 001 626

Charger for BEA 070 battery
Order number: 1 687 023 619

Diesel upgrade kit for BEA 550
Otto to BEA 550 Kombi
Order number: 1 687 001 976
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Everything for Diesel Service:
Overview test devices
EPS 815
Universal Test bench for diesel component testing:
X
Conventional system: H / R / A / M-MW / P / VE pumps
X
Solenoid-valve-controlled system: VP 29 / 30 / 44
X
Unit injector / unit pump system: UI-P / UI-N / UP
X
Common Rail System: CP1, CP2, CP3, CP Delphi / Denso / Siemens
X
Solenoid valve CRI Bosch / Delphi / Denso
X
Solenoid valve CRIN Bosch
X
Piezo CRI Bosch / Siemens / Denso

Order Number: 0 683 815 001 (400 V)
Order Number: 0 683 815 002 (230 V)

EPS 708
Specialized test bench for Common Rail testing:
X
Common Rail System:
CP1, CP3, CP Delphi / Denso / Siemens,
X
Solenoid valve CRI Bosch / Delphi / Denso
X
Solenoid valve CRIN Bosch
X
Piezo CRI Bosch / Siemens / Denso

Order Number: 0 683 708 022 (400 V) (with integrated cooling system)
Order Number: 0 683 708 021 (230 V) (with integrated cooling system)

EPS 625
Universal diesel component test bench for testing the following:
X
Conventional inline injection pumps and governors in the following sizes:
PE(S) x A, PE(S) x M, PE(S) x MW, PE(S) x P, PE(S) x H and PE(S) x R
X
Conventional distribution injection pumps in the following sizes:
VA . A, VA . B, VA . C, VE . F, VE . E with mechanical and
electronic governors

Order Number: F 002 D60 921
Order Number: F 002 D60 923

EPS 200
Programmable automatic nozzle-holder and injector tester for testing:
X
UI nozzles via holding adapter (unit injector)
X
1-spring / 2-spring (DHK)
X
Nozzle-holder assembly with needle-motion sensor (NBF)
X
Nozzle-holder assemblies made by other manufacturers
X
Stepped nozzle holder
X
Solenoid valve CRI Bosch / Delphi / Denso
X
Solenoid valve CRIN Bosch

Order Number: 0 683 803 202 (400 V) (with CRI kit) (DELPHI / DENSO / BOSCH)
Order Number: 0 683 803 200 (400 V) (without CRI kit) (DELPHI / DENSO / BOSCH)

EPS 100
Manual injector tester for nozzle and holder testing:
X
Nozzle sizes P, R, S, T
X
1-spring / 2-spring nozzle-holder assembly (DHK)
X
Stepped nozzle holder
X
UI nozzles with mounting adapter

Order Number: 0 684 200 704
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Everything for Diesel Service:
Solenoid valve controlled distributor pumps:
VP29 (VE.M), VP30 (VE.M) and VP44 (VR.M)
VPM 844 Retroﬁt kit for testing and programming
solenoid valve controlled Bosch distributor pumps
The basis for Bosch component testing is the injection
component test bench EPS 815 plus KMA measurement
technology.
Only the use of the VPM 844 retroﬁt kit can guarantee
pump testing in accordance with manufacturer's
speciﬁcations.

Order Number: 1 687 002 844

Common Rail System:
Basis set for CR components (CP/CRI)
Retroﬁt kit CRS 845 H
Basis for testing Common Rail components
The retroﬁt kit CRS 845 H enables reliable testing
of Diesel components up to a pressure of 2,500 bar.
The corresponding special accessories sets are
available for testing various high-pressure pumps.
Scope of delivery CRS 845 H
Splash protection, control unit, test rail 2,500 bar,
various adapters and connecting lines, regulating valve,
various small parts
Order Number: 1 687 002 845

Common Rail System:
CRI1 from Bosch and basis set for CR injectors
1

Solenoid valve controlled injectors

Test equipment EPS 815 / EPS 708
Retroﬁt kit CRI 846 H for passenger cars, six-way
clamping / for commercial vehicles, two-way clamping,
including passenger cars special accessories set for
testing Common Rail injectors
Up to 6 passenger car injectors (1st and 2nd
generation) can be ﬁxtured for one test sequence
High measurement accuracy and tight manufacturing tolerances for future reclassiﬁcation of injectors
after repair, as well as testing of injectors with IMA2
technology

Order Number: 1 687 002 846
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Everything for Diesel Service:
Common Rail System:
CRI / CRIN1 from Bosch and basis for CR injectors
1

Test equipment EPS 815 / EPS 708
Retroﬁt kit CRI / CRIN 848 H for passenger cars,

Solenoid valve controlled injectors

Testing injector from Bosch and other manufacturers
quickly and tidily
For testing:
f 4 commercial vehicle injectors
f 6 passenger car injectors

six-way clamping / for commercial vehicles, four-way
clamping
Designed for Common Rail injectors. The multiple
clamping permits testing of Bosch CRI/CRIN and
CRIs from other manufacturers. In the future,
it will be possible to test CRIN units from other
manufacturers. The exclusive adapter and quickaction locking mechanism ensure rapid operational
readiness. The retroﬁt kit is perfectly designed for
efﬁcient Diesel component testing of injectors in
passenger cars and commercial vehicles.
CRI/CRIN 848 H: Alternative to the CRI 846 H
Can be upgraded to CRI/CRIN 848 H for current
CRI 846 and future CRI 846 H customers
Flexible: Modular concept for the EPS 815 and
EPS 708

Unit injector / unit pump system:
UI / UP

Order Number: 1 687 002 848

Test equipment EPS 815
CAM 847 retroﬁt kit for testing Unit Injector and
Unit Pump systems
The basis for testing Unit Injector and Unit Pump
systems is the injection component test bench EPS 815
from Bosch. The CAM 847 retroﬁt kit guarantees that
the functional test of Bosch systems is in accordance
with manufacturer's speciﬁcations.
Testing of competitors' systems is in preparation.

CAM 847
retroﬁt kit – complete testing of UI and UP systems
Full performance development, high injection pressures
and a long service life are trademarks of Unit Injector
and Unit Pump systems. With the CAM 847 retroﬁt kit,
Bosch now rounds off the use of EPS 815 as a universal
test bench, allowing UI and UP systems to be tested.
Order Number: 1 687 001 847

Common Rail System:
CRI / CRIN1 from Bosch
1

Solenoid valve controlled injectors

Full repair of passenger car Common Rail injectors

Repair tools

(CRI) and commercial vehicle Common Rail injectors
(CRIN).
Collection (packages) of repair and measuring tools,
assembly tools, and testers in line with requirements
and according to customer proﬁles.

For ﬁrst-time users / workshops that have so far not
carried out any injector repairs.

Level 3 - tools for complete repair of solenoid-valve-controlled Bosch injectors
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ACS 751, 651/ACS 611/511
A/C service unit from Bosch for R134a
ACS 751, 651 with complete
plete equipment
m
:
Perfect service for cars and
vehicles
d commercial vehicle
ACS 751/651: Safe and efﬁcient, for professional
and commercial air conditioner service
Thanks to high-precision measuring technology and fully
automatic service process, the new ACS 751/651 A/C
service unit from Bosch ensures that service work on
cars and commercial vehicles air conditioning systems
are environmentally friendly. The ACS 751/651 fulﬁlls all
of the requirements of the demanding SAE J-2788
standard; thedeﬁnitive US standard for A/C service units
and the award for the relevant certiﬁcation.
Intelligent operating concept: ACS 751

ACS
S 751

ACS 511 and 611: Completely
automated air conditioning service units

Professional air conditioning service
guarantees quick and precise maintenance.

ACS 611

Order Number: ACS 751 F 002 DG0 4DA
Order Number: ACS 651 F 002 DG0 4AA

ACS 611/511: Top-class equipment for professional
air conditioning service
The ACS 611 is one of the most advanced air conditioning service units for cars and trucks. The unit
automatically controls every phase of maintenance,
including oil and coolant recovery, recycling and
reﬁlling without needing intervention. Manuel mode
allows the used to control all aspects individually if
desired. Equipped with a vehicle data base and
integrated printer. As an alternative for garages with
low service levels we offer our ACS 511 model, which
has a less powerful compressor.
Order Number: ACS 611: S P00 000 002
Order Number: ACS 511: S P00 000 001
Service hoses
6m

Cylinder adapter

Order Number:
F 002 DG1 458

Order Number:
1 687 010 148

UV leak detector kit

Electronic
leak detector

Service connections
Renault

Order Number:
1 687 001 591

Order Number:
1 687 234 012

Order Number:
F 002 DG1 433

Flex scope

UV lamp
(internal battery)

Service connections
for BMW E60, Ford,
Volvo

Order Number:
F 002 DG1 438

Order Number:
1 687 550 014

Order Number:
F 002 DG1 432

Digital thermometer

Flushing adapter kit
system (bypass)

Air conditioner
ﬂushing connection

Order Number:
1 687 230 062

Order Number:
F 002 DG1 451

Order Number:
F 002 DG1 427

ACS
Special accessories
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Battery Service:
by Bosch
Battery testers:
Test with the best

Battery tester BAT 110
The BAT 110 is a fast, reliable and easy to use battery
tester for all 12 V-lead-acid-batteries (standard, maintenance-free, gel batteries and ﬂeece batteries / AGM). In
addition to performing battery diagnosis and displaying
the battery status, BAT 110 is capable of testing 12 V
starter and charging systems.
Order Number: 0 986 AT0 550

Battery tester BAT 131 (with integrated printer)
Perfectly suitable for testing 6 V and 12 V starter batteries (lead-acid, gel and ﬂeece batteries / AGM). The load
free test procedure provides fast, precise and reliable
measurement results.
Optimized test algorithm to test new / unused / in-stock
batteries
Extended test for 12 V and 24 V starting / charging system
Stores up to 100 test reports; USB port for report
downloads and future software updates
3 m replaceable cable enables ﬂexibility

Electronic chargers:
full charge, full power

Order Number: 0 684 400 731

BML 2415
Output voltage is free of interference and voltage peaks
and allows battery charging directly on the vehicle electrical system without disconnecting the battery (DIN
40839, interference emission level I). Electrical components like airbags, ECUs and others are protected against
damage during charging. The device is safe against
over charging and overﬂow. Display for charge status,
interference and reverse polarity. Switch for 12 V / 24 V.
Switch for temperature range of the battery.
Order Number: 0 687 000 025

BML 2415 FW
Technical equipment like BML 2415. Additionally comes
with a 5-m-long charging cable and plug based on DIN

High-frequency chargers:
compact and multifunctional

14 690 as well ceiling mounting ﬁxture.
Order Number: 0 687 000 013

Compact and solidly built high-frequency charger with
multifunctional applications.
The fact that the BAT 415 / BAT 430 is suitable for charg
ing conventional batteries as well as batteries with ﬁxed
electrolytes makes it the all-rounder for every car
workshop.
The BAT 415 / BAT 430 comes with numerous safety features and makes it possible to charge installed batteries
without having to worry about damage to the board
electronics.
Order Number: 0 687 000 015
Order Number: 0 687 000 016
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Battery Service:
by Bosch
The multitalent:
BAT 490
BAT 490 230 V
Compact and solid high-frequency charger with versatile
application. An “all-rounder” for the workshop, service
station, and battery retail outlets.
The powerful battery charger is suitable for charging all
12 V- or 24 V- lead-acid batteries, particularly batteries
with ﬁxed electrolyte gel batteries or ﬂeece batteries /
AGM).
The ﬂoating-mode operation of the BAT 490, with intensities
of current up to 90 A, stabilizes the vehicle electrical system
during diagnosis and reprogramming of control units,
this making the device essential in every modern work
shop.
Order Number: 0 687 000 049

Rapid-start chargers:
BSL 2470
BSL 2470
Rapid-start charger for charges and starts. Electrical
components are protected against damage during starts
and charges (DIN 40839, interference emission level I).
Voltage selection switch for 12 V and 24 V. Continuously
adjustable charge current. Switch for exhaustive-discharge batteries. Switch for temperature-compensated
charges. Charges based on WU charging characteristic.
Ampere meter, charging cable 3 m, with fully insulated
charging clamps, overcharge protection.
Order Number: 0 687 000 101

Non-mains-operated start-assist device:
BAT 250 and BAT 251
BAT 250
Non-mains-operated start assist with intelligent electronics safety for 12 V vehicle electrical systems to
start automobile engines.
Order Number: 0 687 000 020

BAT 251
Non-mains-operated start assist with intelligent electronics safety for 12 V vehicle electrical systems, to start large
diesel engines, even at extremely low temperatures.
Order Number: 0 687 000 021
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For all passenger car and light commercial
Vehicle: Wheel alignment from Bosch
Built for daily workshop operation:
FWA 4630 – robust and safe
In focus with the new FWA 4630
Short setup times, simple operation and fast results
characterize the new wheel alignment system FWA 4630
from Bosch.
Drive up
The indispensable runout compensation can now
be carried out with total precision in no time at all.
Following setup, you simply drive the car into the
correct position. The lifting of the car is no more
Sensor head covers made of EPP (extruded polypropylene)

Simple operation: Vehicle does not have to be raised during the
measuring procedure

necessary. Tedious and dangerous pushing on the
platform is a thing of the past.
Measure
A new dimension in wheel alignment: The FWA 4630
represents a new generation in wheel alignment
technology and offers everything that the modern
workshop could desire: Fast, precise measured data
acquisition of toe, camber, thrust line, axle and wheel
offset and, following 20° steering routine, caster and
kingpin angle.
Done
In only seven minutes! In the shortest possible time
and with the help of various measuring programs,
workshops have all information related to the chassis
as well as printable measured results, that nowadays

Simple assembly – the boards only need to be positioned once

Sensor head with CCD camera

form the basis of a competent customer discussion.
Order Number: 1 690 700 002

Precise and compact: CCD wheel alignment for
passenger cars and commercial vehicles (44xx/43xx)

The CCD wheel alignment systems from Bosch:
Precision for safe handling performance and driving
comfort
The development of new chassis progresses
continuously. Every year new vehicles are introduced
to the market with increased safety and driving
comfort and which make higher demands on the
wheel alignment. The measurement of such vehicles
depends, on the one hand, on appropriate equipment
and, on the other hand, on the information available
at all times to support the user. The new generation
of wheel alignment systems from Bosch always meets

Wheel alignment devices from Bosch

both requirements with a suitable solution.
Order Number: 1 690 320 XXX
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Tire changers and wheel balancers
Proﬁtable service with top technology from Bosch
Simple handling instead of “awkward tires”
Bosch offers the workshop tire service technology in
the form of a comprehensive range of highly modern tire
changers and wheel balancers. In accordance with individual positioning in tire service, every company will ﬁnd
optimum technology in this range for higher efﬁciency
combined with easy and convenient operation.

Order Number: 1 694 100 XXX

TCE 4540:
Top service for all passenger cars and transporter
TCE 4540: Hydraulic tire changer of the latest generation
The top machine for tire service for all kinds of passenger
cars and light commercial vehicle tires: Standard, PAX,
run-ﬂat and UHP tires up to 30" rim diameter and a
width of 22" can be worked on quickly and conveniently.

TCE 4540

TCE 4540 with
ith
new middle centering ﬂange

TCE 4460 and TCE 4465:
Strong service for wide tires, UHP and run-ﬂat
TCE 4460 and 4465: Automatic devices for wide-tire
service. Now even more convenient with leverless ﬁtting
with the TCE 100
Tire changers TCE 4460 and TCE 4465 for high throughput
and ﬁtting of wider wheels up to 1,200 mm diameter. With
the optional TCE 100, assembly is even possible without a
mounting lever.

TCE 4460 with TCE
E 100
for “leverless”
tire changing

TCE 4460
460
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Tire changers and wheel balancers:
Proﬁtable service with top technology from Bosch
TCE 4420 and TCE 4425:
Well equipped for the standard tire market
TCE 4420 and TCE 4425:
Efﬁcient service with upgrading option
For fast processing of standard and wide tires.
Comprehensive special accessories available for
processing small cross-section tires.

TCE 4420

TCE 4425

TCE 4220 and TCE 4225:
Entry into tire service
TCE 4220 and TCE 4225:
Entry level solution with swing arm
Tire changer with swing arm especially for smaller
companies.

TCE 4220
220

TCE 4225
5

WBE 4510 and WBE 4515:
Balancing with laser tire diagnosis
WBE 4510 and WBE 4515: Top machine in the latest
generation – fast, precise, comfortable
In addition to regular measurement results, the WBE 45 series
permits well-founded tire diagnostics to help diagnose
further sources of faults at tires and rims.

Order Number: 1 694 100 XXX

WBE 4510

WBE 4515
W
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Tire changers and wheel balancers:
Proﬁtable service with top technology from Bosch
WBE 4430 / 4435 and WBE 4230 / 4235:
Allrounders with loads of comfort
WBE 4430 and WBE 4435: Comfortable monitor model for
high performance
WBE 4230 and WBE 4235: model with new brilliant digital
colour display
The WBE 443x series consists of wheel balancers with TFTmonitors designed for balancing passenger car, motorcycle
and transporter wheels. Particularly space-saving and slim
design.

WBE 4430 with monitor

WBE 4230 with display

WBE 4400 and WBE 4200:
Powerful and reliable
New: WBE 4400 and WBE 4200 – Precise measurement
and easy handling
The WBE 4400 is a wheel balancing machine in a new
ergonomic design with a TFT-monitor, which was
developed for balancing wheels for cars, motorcycles
and vans.

WB
WBE 4400

WBE 4
4200

WBE 4100, WBE 4110 and WBE 4140:
Entry into wheel balancing service
WBE 4100, WBE 4110 and WBE 4140:
Compact technology and high reliability
New: WBE 4140 with brilliant monitor display
Economic entry level solution for e cient wheel
balancing servicing of passenger cars, motorcycles
and light commercial vehicles.

WBE 4140

WBE 4110
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Tire changers and wheel balancers:
Proﬁtable service with top technology from Bosch
TCE Tire changers:
Special accessories

IT kit (not necessary for TCE
4225, TCE 4245, TCE 4325,
TCE 4425 and TCE 4465)
Order no.: 1 695 103 858

IT kit (only for TCE 4460)

Bead pressing device
(lower proﬁle)

Bead pressing device
(higher proﬁle)

Order no.: 1 695 103 261

Order no.: 1 695 103 216

Column tongue (5 pcs.)

Plastic rim protection

Order no.: 1 695 101 608

Order no.: 1 695 105 191

5-holes reversed well rims
ﬂange (for TCE 4540)
Order no.: 1 695 105 906

Order no.: 1 695 106 188

6-holes reversed well rims
ﬂange (for TCE 4540)
Order no.: 1 695 105 907

Motorbike adaptors for TCE
422x, TCE 432x and TCE 442x
(4 pcs.)
Order no.: 1 695 105 438

Scooters adaptors for TCE
422x, TCE 432x and TCE 442x
(4 pcs.)
Order no.: 1 695 105 440

Motorbike adaptor for
TCE 4245 and TCE 446x
Order no.: 1 695 105 439

Scooter adaptor for TCE 4245
and TCE 446x
Order no.: 1 695 105 441

Roller board

Storage kit (not with side lift)

Order no.: 1 695 106 190

Order no.: 1 695 900 003

Bead breaking bearing motorbike
wheel on TCE 421x, TCE 422x,
TCE 423x, TCE 432x, TCE 441x,
TCE 442x and TCE 445x
Order no.: 1 695 103 252

Bead breaking bearing motor
bike wheel on TCE 4245 and
TCE 446x

Mounting head kit motorbike

Plastic protection for bead
breaker (in the scope of
delivery of TCE 446x)

Jaws plastic protection for 20"
working table (not for TCE 4245)

Order no.: 1 695 105 442

Order no.: 1 695 103 210

Order no.: 1 695 106 152

Order no.: 1 695 105 083

Jaws plastic protection for
TCE 4245 and TCE 446x
(Already in the scope of delivery of TCE 446x)
Order no.: 1 695 105 251

Light truck adapter kit
(for TCE 4540)
Order no.: 1 695 106 262

Light transport vehicle cone
(88 – 132 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 653 449

Flange for rims without central
hole (for TCE 4540)

Alu spacer (for TCE 4540)

Plastic tool protection set
(10 pcs.) (for TCE 4540)

Order no.: 1 695 105 904

Order no.: 1 695 105 855

Order no.: 1 695 105 905

TCE 100 – Automatic mounting
head for the upgrade of
TCE 445x and TCE 446x

Plastic protection set for
TCE 100

TCE 200 – Optional column with
helper device for TCE 421x,
TCE 422x and TCE 423x

Order no.: 1 695 107 291

Order no.: 1 695 100 083

Order no.: 1 695 900 002

Press-on cone for TCE 3xx

Mounting lever (WdK-Model)

Mounting tool cover

Cone 40-125 mm

Order no.: 1 695 103 905

Order no.: 1 695 105 190

Order no.: 1 695 102 725

Order no.: 1 695 106 670

8-holes reversed well rims
ﬂange (for TCE 4540)
Order no.: 1 695 105 908

TCE 320 – helper device for
TCE 446x
Order no.: 1 695 900 032

Accessory arm for RFT
(only with TCE 300)
Order no.: 1 695 102 985

Accessory arm for PAX tires
(only with TCE 300)
Order no.: 1 695 102 666

Stud set for reversed rims 5 pcs.
(to be used with P/N
1 695 105 904)
Order no.: 1 695 100 037

TCE 100 turret covering kit

Plastic lever (help for TCE 100)

Order no.: 1 695 106 589

Order no.: 1 695 107 027

Tire lift (not with storage kit)
Order no.: 1 695 900 025

Michelin Eurodainu inﬂation
gun (only for TCE 4220 and
TCE 4420)
Order no.: 1695 042 877

TCE 300 – Optional column with
sliding arm and bead breaking
tool for TCE 442x, TCE 4410,
TCE 442x and TCE 445x
Order no.: 1 695 900 001

Plastic protection for cone
40-125 mm
Order no.: 1 695 106 671
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Tire changers and wheel balancers:
Proﬁtable service with top technology from Bosch
WBE Wheel balancers:
Special accessories

Electronic rim with measuring
arm(only for WBE 4140/4110 1)

Order no.: 1 695 900 004

Laser pointer with lighting
system (already in the scope of
delivery of S10 versions)
Order no.: 1 695 654 994

Order no.: 1 695 655 885

Order no.: 1 695 612 100

Light transport vehicle cone
(88 – 132 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 653 449

4th cone
(dia. 120 – 174 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 606 300

Cone spacer

Three arm ﬂange for light
trucks
Order no.: 1 695 653 420

Tire elevator

3-, 4-, 5-hole ﬂange
Order no.: 1 695 654 043

Certiﬁed weight for calibration
Order no.: 1 695 654 376

Quick bolt kit for 3-, 4-, 5- hole
ﬂange

1 produced from 02.2011

Order no.: 1 695 606 200

Large diameter clamping hood
Order no.: 1 695 653 888

Rubber cup
Order no.: 1 695 624 800

DuoExpert System (2 collets in
a case 54-75 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 656 698

Set of QuickPlates (4-, 5- and
6-holes-plates)
Order no.: 1 695 655 294

QuickPlate 4-holes with
standard heads
Order no.: 1 695 655 295

QuickPlate 5-holes with
standard heads
Order no.: 1 695 655 296

QuickPlate 6-holes with standard heads

Wall board QuickPlate

FixPlate world kit (4 FixPlates,
10 Studs/25 heads /1 Wallboard)

Order no.: 1 695 655 297

Order no.: 1 695 655 298

Order no.: 1 695 655 299

FixPlate No. 1 – 4x98/4x100/
4x101.6/4x108/4x114.3/
7x150/4x170 (without studs
and heads)
Order no.: 1 695 655 300

Special centering kits for
GM / OPEL

Special centering kits for
GM / OPEL Expert

Special centering kits for BMW
(without middle centering ﬂange)

Order no.: 1 695 655 323

Order no.: 1 695 655 324

Order no.: 1 695 655 325

Centering sleeve Mercedes
(66,7 / 84 – 85 mm)

Centering sleeve 58 / 65 mm
(f.e. Peugeot)

Four centering cone set
(42 – 111.5 mm)

Order no.: 1 695 654 919

Order no.: 1 695 655 780

Centering sleeve 55 / 60 /
65 mm (f.e. Renault/Peugeot/
Citroën)
Order no.: 1 695 655 781

Special centering kits for
Daimler / Smart (without
middle centering ﬂange)
Order no.: 1 695 655 326

FixPlate No. 2 – 5x98/5x108/
5x110/5x115/5x120.65/5x135/
5x154.95 (without studs and
heads)
Order no.: 1 695 655 301

FixPlate No. 3 – 5x100/5x120/
5x114.3/5x120/5x127/5x130/
5x139.7/5x150/5x165.1
(without studs and heads)
Order no.: 1 695 655 302

FixPlate No. 4 – 3x98/3x112/
3x114.3/3x115/3x127/3x130/
6x135/6x139.7/4x165.1 (with out studs and heads)
Order no.: 1 695 655 303

Plug in Stud for FixPlate without
head

Wall board FixPlate

Head / short taper / Ø 24.5 mm /
length head 38 mm /
total 90 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 307

Head / short taper /
Ø 24.5 mm / length head
48 mm / total 100 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 308

Distance ring with magnets for
Off-Road cone from the back
incl. Pins (40 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 655 316

Polyamid spacer (donut) for
Off-Road (40 mm)

Motorcycle ﬂange (standard)

Monolever wheels centering
(kit and shaft 19 mm)

Order no.: 1 695 655 305

Head / short taper / Ø 24.5 mm /
length head 28 mm /
total 80 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 306

Order no.: 1 695 654 895

Order no.: 1 695 654 039

Order no.: 1 695 654 060

Head / rounded head /
Ø 24.5 mm / length head
38 mm / total 90 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 309

Head / rounded head /
Ø 24.5 mm / length head
48 mm / total 100 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 310

Head / Range-/Landrover /
Ø 34 mm / length head 28 mm /
total 80 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 311

Head / long taper / Ø 22.5 mm /
length head 48 mm /
total 100 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 312

Centering sleeve BMW K 100
SUITS (14 mm axle)
Order no.: 1 695 654 518

Quick Fix for 14 mm shaft

Quick Fix for 19 mm shaft

Order no.: 1 695 654 117

Order no.: 1 695 655 321

Adaptor Ducati, Triumpf
(19 mm axle)
Order no.: 1 695 653 538

Head / long taper / Ø 22.5 mm /
length head 58 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 313

Head / long taper / Ø 19mm /
length head 55.6 mm
Order no.: 1 695 655 314

Set of light truck cones
(88 – 174 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 654 849

Centering cone
(168.5 – 194.5 mm)
Order no.: 1 695 655 757

Printer kit (complete with support) for WBE 451x

Centering shaft (Ø 10 mm) for
conical shaft gripping length
177 mm
Order no.: 1 695 653 430

Centering shaft (Ø 14 mm) for
conical shaft gripping length
233 mm
Order no.: 1 695 604 700

Order no.: 1 695 654 956

Off-Road set with 2 ﬂange plate
adaptors, coloured-coded, two
sets of studs incl. 1 wall board,
wallchart and Off-Road spacer
Order no.: 1 695 655 327

Order no.: 1 695 655 293

Order no.: 1 695 655 304

Centering sleeve
(Ø 50-60 / 66 / 71 mm)

Flange case
for passenger car

Flange case for truck

Order no.: 1 695 656 571

Order no.: 1 695 656 570

Order no: 1 695 656 569

Side storage for special
accessories and printer
Order no: 1 695 656 409
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Tire changers and wheel balancers:
Proﬁtable service with top technology from Bosch
TCE 5335 / 5330 / 5320 / 5310:
Top tire service for kingsizes

TCE 5335

TCE 5335 / 5330: Jumbo size tire changer device
Comprehensive tire service for buses, commercial vehicles
and special construction and agricultural vehicles. Tires
with diameters up to 2,300 mm, widths up to 1,300 mm
width and weights up to 1,400 kg can be processed with
the TCE 5335 or 5330.

TCE 5320 / 5310: Also for tires as tall as a man
For tire service on buses, commercial vehicles and
special construction and agricultural vehicles with
manual change mechanism for the swing arm.
The TCE 5320 processes tires with a width of up to
1,300 mm, whereas the TCE 5310 can handle tires with
a width of up to 910 mm. The hydraulic drive for lifting
arm, assembly trolley and clamping device permits
precise and comfortable work.

TCE 5320

Order Number: 1 694 100 XXX

TCE 5210: For commer- WBE 5210: Universal
cial vehicles and buses wheel balancer
TCE 5210: Ideal for commercial vehicle and bus service
The TCE 5210 allows you to perform tire service in the
commercial vehicle and bus areas simply and safely.
The working range is from a rim diameter of 14" to 26",
tire diameter up to 1,640 mm and a tire width of up to
800 mm.
WBE 5210: Universal wheel balancer for commercial
vehicles and passenger cars
The automatic measuring process makes balancing easier
TCE 5210

than ever. WBE 5210 for wheels up to 200 kg, 1,200 mm

WBE 5210

diameter and 550 mm width.

Tire service for commercial vehicles:
Technical data and special accessories TCE

Order Number: 1 694 100 XXX

Light alloy wheel protection
for TCE 5210

Extension 56" kit for TCE 5310
and TCE 5320

Light alloy wheel protection
for 52"

Caterpiller adaptors for
TCE 5310 and TCE 5320

Center hole adaptor 80 mm
for TCE 5310 and TCE 5320

Adaptors for thick rims for
TCE 5310 and TCE 5320

Order number 1 695 400 139

Order number 1 695 301 710

Order number 1 695 301 711

Order number 1 695 301 712

Order number 1 695 301 781

Order number 1 695 301 782

Light alloy wheel adaptors 56"
for TCE 533x

Extensions kit for TCE 533x

Caterpillar adaptors for
TCE 533x

Center hole adaptor 80 mm
for TCE 533x

Tubeless roller

Adaptors for thick rims for
TCE 533x

Order number 1 695 301 575

Order number 1 695 301 606

Order number 1 695 301 681

Order number 1 695 301 747

Order number 1 695 300 102

Order number 1 695 301 748
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Automatic and reliable:
Brake tests with the highest possible precision
BSA series and SDL series:
Brake service from Bosch
Comprehensive support from Bosch for brake business
Irrespective of whether brakes are tested in an independent workshop or during the general inspection – suitable
brake testers / test lanes from Bosch can be set up according to individual requirements.
As your workshop partner, Bosch supplies everything
required for brake system service:
The most up-to-date brake testers and test lanes are
continuously developed and adapted to the widest
possible variety of workshop requirements
Complete brake tester and expandable module

For all brake tests: The test lane from Bosch

High-quality brake service thanks to
– optimized interaction of modern brake testing technology
– comprehensive workshop information

Brake tester BSA 43xx:
Item by item for more test convenience

– superior quality of Bosch brake parts

Order Number: 1 691 XXX XXX
Fully automatic test procedure: Nonstop precision
The fully automatic test procedure starts with running into
the roller set, which is connected to the innovative power
electronics. Safe operation is guaranteed by the antilock
braking system shutoff, automatic restart and saving of the
braking force display. The measured results can always be
viewed on the analog parallel display.

Test program for electronic parking brakes
More and more vehicles are equipped with an electronic
PC cabinet BSA 555 in conjunction with the roller set

The rear test roller raised as standard series ensures good traction

parking brake. Simply use the test program integrated
as standard in all BSA 43xx models to check the parking
brake in accordance with the manufacturer's speciﬁcations.

SDL 43xx: The complete test lane for brakes,
suspension and vehicle track

Automatic all-wheel drive detection
The number of all-wheel drive vehicles in the workshop
is also increasing. For every all-wheel drive vehicle, the
BSA 434x series offers as standard the automatic allwheel detection with direction of rotation reversal when
starting the roller sets. Damage to the powertrain in the
vehicle is thus avoided.

The components of the SDL 43xx series from Bosch
can be easily used to extend the brake testers to
a complete test lane. For example, it is possible to inteComplete: Modern passenger car brake testing system, test lane SDL 43xx

grate a side slip tester SDL 415, a side slip tester with
track compensation tester SDL 425, a suspension tester
SDL 430 or a suspension tester with noise diagnostics
SDL 435.
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Brake tester for commercial vehicle:
Top technology from Bosch for the highest precision
Fully automatic and expandable:
Brake testing for heavyweights
Brake System Analysis for commercial vehicle
The brake testers from Bosch for commercial vehicles
combine solid, durable base components with the latest
PC technology.
The rapid input of all measurement data with display
on the analog display (or digitally on the monitor) and
the possibility for gradual extension to create a test
line guarantee excellent economy for the workshop.
Furthermore, you have the choice between 13 t and 16 t
test load and many options for an efﬁcient "one-man
operation".

Outstandingly economical and efﬁcient:
BSA 5315 for 13 t test load, BSA 5615 for 16 t test load
BSA 5315: brake tester for 13 t test load
The ideal entry into the Brake System Analysis of
commercial vehicle.

BSA 5615: brake tester for 16 t test load
Comprehensively conﬁgured for higher vehicle weights.

Best quality for the toughest use:
BSA 5715 for 16 t test load, BSA 5717 for 16 t test load
BSA 5715: brake tester for 16 t test load and
installation in existing pits
Optimized for expansion of an existing workshop
infrastructure.

BSA 5717: brake tester with integrated lifting device
for 16 t test load
The maximum equipment for diverse conditions of use.
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For each workshop type:
The new automotive lifts from Bosch
Boost for workshop business:
Automotive lifts from Bosch
The series of 2-post, 4-post and scissor lifts from Bosch
All lift versions are equipped with the latest technology
and provided with comprehensive expansion options.
This ensures ﬂexible and smooth vehicle service.
For all tasks in the workshop
Lifts from Bosch are cut out for a wide variety of tasks
that arise in an automotive repair workshop. Different
versions have their particular strengths: For example,
the capacity to retroﬁt wheel alignment, lifting vehicles
with a long wheelbase, or mobile application in different
areas of the workshop.
Order Number: 1 691 822 XXX
Order Number: 1 691 821 XXX

4-post lifts:
Perfect for wheel alignment
4-post lift dimensions

Top quality and long service life, low maintenance
requirements, simple and safe operability and
numerous application options: vehicle reception,
inspection, repair and wheel alignment, etc. The
Bosch series of 4-post lift platforms is the ﬁrst
choice for comprehensive repair work on passenger
cars, transporters and commercial vehicles.
Order Number: 1 692 841 XXX
Perfect for repair, wheel alignment and inspection

Scissor lifts:
For variable application in service
VLS 3130: The trump in your workshop
A scissor lift can be used for the widest possible range
of tasks. For example, for body repairs, direct reception
and service work. Thanks to the low clearance height,
vehicles with a low ground clearance can roll onto the
platform without any problems.
Order Number: 1 692 852 XXX

VLS 5140 and versions: Made-to-measure ﬂexibility
Scissor lifts from Bosch can be supplied in a large
number of versions. The comprehensive accessories
program, including wheel alignment, allows simple
upgrading.
Order Number: 1 692 851 XXX
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Training for success

Bosch knowledge and experience is second to none

Optimized training and technical know-how

Bosch has been involved in automotive technology for over

Small-group training courses provide an excellent way to

125 years and is one of the preferred suppliers of OEM

increase both your theoretical knowledge and your technical

parts, components and systems to many of the world’s

skills. Alongside learning about all the latest technology,

leading manufacturers. This level of experience and

course participants work on authentic problem solving from

expertise has given Bosch deep knowledge of all the very

actual workshop cases. As their knowledge of other vehicle

latest technologies – knowledge that forms the basis of

brands increases, technicians can extend the range of

the support from Bosch for you.

service they can provide.

Improving your service level and speeding your processes

Bosch Service Training

With the support of the Technical Hotline and database for

Expert trainers with workshop background using the

solving serious problems, as well as the advanced training

very latest equipment

programs from Bosch, you will be able to locate problems

Max. 16 participants per group for optimized learning

faster, repair more vehicles and reduce customer waiting

opportunities

time. What’s more, the methodical procedures you learn will

Solving authentic problems on a wide range of different

enable faster and more productive work than ever before.

vehicles

Automotive
Electrical system

Gasoline injection

Mechanics

eLearning

Motor vehicle
Electronic system

Alternative drives

Brake

Service

Diagnostics

Diesel injection

Truck Trainings

Training series
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Our knowledge, your success:
Bosch Diagnostics
Diagnostics –
the key to the
automotive workshop
of the future
Motor vehicle systems
are becoming increasingly
complex; the demands
placed on qualiﬁed
diagnosis in workshops
are rising.
For professional service
on modern vehicles,
Bosch provides everything
at one stop, perfectly
coordinated: test
technology, software,
technical training and
hotline, supplemented
by parts in initial
equipment quality.

ESI[tronic] 2.0: Software for

Test Equipment: Matched to

Service Training: Knowledge

Technical Hotline: Support

diagnostics and service

each workshop type

as a factor of success

from the system developer

Simple operation

Optimized combination of

Comprehensive training

Support in difﬁcult

Rapid access

hardware and software for

programs for automotive

technical situations

Modular structure

rapid troubleshooting,

workshops

Skills covering all brands

Comprehensive market

qualiﬁed repair and high

Practical training courses

and manufacturers

coverage

time savings

Highly qualiﬁed trainers

Continually updated

PC-based test technology of

with practical experience

Universal operation

the latest generation with

regardless of manufacturer

extendable modules
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Robert Bosch Middle East FZE
Dubai Ofﬁce
Tel: +971 4 2123300
Casablanca Ofﬁce
Tel: +212 5 22 877 903
info.aa@ae.bosch.com
www.bosch.com
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